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Return to the Riemann Integral
Robert G. Bartle

To J. T. Schwartz,on his 65th birthday
§1. INTRODUCTION.It is well knownthat the Riemannintegralis not adequate
for advancedmathematics,since there are many functionsthat are not Riemannintegrable,and since the integraldoes not possess sufficientlystrongconvergence
theorems. To correct these deficiencies, Lebesgue developed his integral around
the turn of the present century,and his integralhas become the "official"integral
in mathematicalresearch.
However,there are also difficultieswith the Lebesgueintegral:
(1) There exist functions F that are differentiableat everypoint, but such that
their derivatives F' are not Lebesgue integrable. Thus an added hypothesis is
necessaryto validate the formula
| F' = Ffb)-Ffa)*

( la)

As one consequence,theoremsjustifyingthe substitutionformula
|9(b)t= | (t° f)9'

(lb)

become unnecessarilycomplicated.
(2) Some improperintegrals,such as the importantDirichlet integral
X sin x

|

-dx,

( lc)

do not exist as Lebesgue integrals(since lx-1 sin xl is not Lebesgueintegrable).
(3) A considerableamountof measuretheoryneeds to be developedbefore the
Lebesgue integralcan be defined.
It is the position of the present author that the time has come to discardthe
Lebesgueintegralas theprimaryintegral.We shouldreplaceit with a generalform of
the Riemann integral that surprisinglyenough is more general than the
Lebesgue integral and corrects the above difficulties. This generalizationwas
discoveredby JaroslavKurzweiland Ralph Henstock around 1960, but for some
reason it has not become well known. Its definition is "Riemann-like",but its
power is "super-Lebesgue".It is our view that we should not try to teach proofs
to beginning calculus students, but that we should equip them with theorems to
apply. Somewhat later, serious undergraduatestudents should be expected to
understand appropriateproofs. We believe that most Americanundergraduates
are not ready to study the Lebesgue integral, but that they are capable of
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masteringa (somewhatstripped-down)version of the generalizedRiemann integral. In §§2-10, we will provide an outline of such a version, with some side
remarksto those who alreadyknow about the Lebesgueintegral.
Historical remark Over 20 years ago, E. J. McShane [7] made an eloquent
argument for replacing the usual measure-theoreticapproachto the Lebesgue
integralby a Riemann-typeapproachthat is affordedby the generalizedRiemann
integral.He later publisheda book [8] that could be used as a text for undergraduates in such a course. It is the present author'sopinionthat McShanewas (i) overly
optimisticin believingthat the full Lebesgueintegralcan be taughtto undergraduates, and (ii) overlyconservativein developingthe Lebesgue integraland not the
generalizedRiemannintegral,which is more powerfuland, we believe, conceptually simpler.
§2. BASIC DEFINITIONS.For the sake of simplicity,we will limit most of our
remarksto the case of an interval I = [a, b], a < b, in R and functions with
(finite!)values in R.
A partitionof I is a finite collection of non-overlappingnondegenerateclosed
intervals{Ii}i'l1 whose union is I. Usuallythe partitionis orderedand the intervals
are specified by their end points;thus Ii = [xi_1, xi], where
a =x0 <x1 < *i <xi_1 <xi<

*i <x)1 =b

(2a)

A tagged
partition
P = {([xi_1,xi],ti)}i'1
1 is a finite set of orderedpairs,where the
closed intervals Ii = [xi_l, xi] form a partitionof I and the numbers ti E Ii are
called the correspondingtags.If P = {([xi_1,xi], ti)tI l is a tagged partitionof I
is the number
n

Sf f; P) =

E

f(ti)(xi - xi_1)

(2b)

i=l

The usual definition of the Riemann integral can be phrased: The number
t >
°

<Xi

0 such that if P = {([xi_1,xi], ti)}i'11 is any tagged partitionof I satisfying
- Xi-l
< aE for i = 1, . . . ,n, then

|S(f;P) -A| < s.

(2c)

It turns out that tte use of a constantt > 0 restricts the Riemann integral
quite considerably.The generalizedRiemannintegralis obtainedby allowing t to
be any strictlypositive functionon I. At first glance, that change seems to be very
minor, but it turns out to make a profound difference in the properties of the
resultingintegral.
A strictlypositive function 8 on I is called a gaugeon I. If 8 is a gauge on I
and P = {([xi_1,xi], ti)}i'11 is a tagged partitionof I, we say that P is 8-finein
case
0 <xi -xi_1 < 8(ti)

for i = 1,...,n.

(2d)

The Nested IntervalsTheorem implies that, given any gauge 8 on I, there exist
&fine partitionsof I. The definition of the generalizedRiemann integral differs
from that of the ordinaryRiemannintegralby allowingnonconstantgauges.
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(2.1) DeXlnition.A numberB E R is the generalized
then
{([xi_1,xi], ti)011 is any partitionof I that is AE-fine,

|S(f;P)-B|<e.
In this case we will write f sS*(I) and denote B = lif

(2e)
= labf

To show directlythat f eSf*(I), one mustproducea suitablegauge t on I for
any given e > 0. However,there is a Cauchyconditionfor integrabilityand it is
usuallymore convenientto use that condition(or other theorems)to establishthe
integrabilityof functions.It is an easy exerciseto show that if f eSf*(I), then the
numberB in (2e) is uniquelydetermined.Further,one can changethe values of an
integrablefunctionon a nullset without affectingthe integrabilityor the value of
the integral.The collection S*(I) is a vector space and admitspointwisemultiplication by functionsof boundedvariation.(Recall the Abel and DirichletTests for
non-absolutelyconvergentseries.)
Remark In establishingthe details of the theory,it is found to be convenientto
use a slightlydifferentdefinitionof 8-fineness.
§3. SOMEEXAMPLES.We now give some examplesof functionsthat belong to
the collection S*(I).
(3.1) EveryRiemannintegrablefunctionon I is in S*(I).
This follows from the fact that the gauge can be a strictlypositive constant
function. Thus, every continuous function on I is in S*(I), and every step
functionon I is in S*(I).
rationalnumbersin [0, 1]), then h E Sf*([O,1])and loh = 0.
To prove this assertion, we will define an appropriategauge t. First we
enumeratethese rationalnumbersas {rl, r2,. . . }. We define bE(ri)= E/2i+1, and
if x E [0,1] is irrationalwe define t(x) = 1; clearlyaE iS a gauge on [0,1]. If P is
a t-fine taggedpartition,there can be at most two subintervalsin P that have the
numberri as tag, and the length of each of those subintervalsis < s/2i+l. Hence
the contributionto S(h;P) from subintervalswith tag ri is < s/2i. Since the
terms in S(h;P) with tags at irrationalpoints contribute0, we readilysee that
00

O<S(h;P)

< E

s/2i= s.

i=l

Since e > Ois arbitrary,this shows that h E S*([0, 1]) and that lolh = 0.
(3.3) EveryLebesgue integrablefunctionon I is in S*(I).
A proof of this (non-obvious)result requiresan understandingof the Lebesgue
integral. Thus the teacher will want to know a proof, but the student is not
concernedwith this result or its proof.
(3.4) There exist functionsin S*(I) that do not belong to S(I).
Indeed, the function F(x) = X2 COS(7r/X2) for x E (0,1] and F(O)= Ois readily
seen to be differentiableat every point of [0,1]. It will be seen in §4 that this
implies that f = F' eSF*([O,1]). [However,since F is not absolutelycontinuous
on [0,1] the teacher will understandthat f ¢S([0, 1]).]
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(4.1) Fundamental
Theorem.It F: [a, b] R is digerentiableat euerypoint of

(3.5) If ,1=la,1 is any convergentseries, then one can define h(x) = 2nanfor
x E (1/2'1, 1/2'1-1 ] for n E N and h(O)= O.A gauge can be constructedto show
1])and that
that h E Sf*([O,
r h =

O

E

a,1 .

n=l

Moreover,Ihls*([O, 1]) if and only if the series £n1a,1is absolutelyconvergent
[if and only if h sS([O, 1])].
Example (3.5) shows that the absolute value of function in S*(I) is not
necessarilyin S*(I). Thus the generalizedRiemannintegralis not an "absolute
integral".That is why the Dirichlet integrandin (lc) can be in *([O, oo)).
THEOREM.We have noted in §1 that the Lebesgue
§4. THE FUNDAMENTAL
integralis not powerfulenough to integrate evezy derivative.That fact led Denjoy
and Perronto develop their (verydifferent)theoriesof integration.The details and
subtleties of these theories of integrationare quite considerable(see [2]). This
standsin markedcontrastwith the geeralized Riemannintegrals,for which,as we
will now see, the details are remarkablysimple.

I = [a, b], thenf = F' belongsto Sf*(I) and
| f = F( b)-F f a) *

(4a)

Proof:If t E I, since f(t) = F'(t) exists, given E > O there exists t(t)
that if O < lz - tl S t(t), z E I, then
_ f(t) S E.
F(z)-F(t)

>

O such

Thus a gauge t has been defined on I. Further,if lz - tl S bE(t) z E I, then

z-t) f (t) | <

IF( Z)-F(t)-(

E|Z-tl.

Hence,ifa<u<t<v<bandO<v-ust(t),thenitfollowsthat

|F(V)-F(u)-(v-u)t(t)

|

< IF(V)-F(t)-(v-t)f(t)

|

| + |F(t)-F(u)-(t-u)f(t)

< E(V - t) + E(t - u) = E(V-u)
If P = {([xi_1,xi], ti)}i'11 is a bE-finepartition of I, then the telescoping sum
- F(xi_1)}satisfies the approximation
F(b) - F(a) = '11_1{F(xi)
n

|F(b)-F(a)-S(

f; P) | =

E
i

{F(xi)-F(xi_1)-t(ti)(xi-xi-1)}

1
n

S

E

| F(xi)-F(xi_l

)-f(ti)(Xi-Xi-l

) I

i=l
n

<

E

E(Xi -Xi-1)

= E(b

a).

i=l

Since E > O iS arbitrary,this shows that f is in S*(I) and establishes(4a).
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(S.1) SubstitutionTheorem,
I. Let sp: [a, b] R be differentiable on I = [a, b] and

It is not difficultto extend the FundamentalTheorem(4.1) to a functionthat is
the derivativeof a continuousfunction at all but a countable set of points in I.
Thus, it follows that the function defined by f(x) = 1/4 for x E (0,1] and
f(O) = O is in S*([0, 1]), since it is the derivativeof the function F(x) = 24
except at x = 0. Thus we have
= 2410 = 2.

| f = |-dx

o W

O

Of course, the function f is well knownto have an improperRiemannintegral;we
have just seen that it has an ordinarygeneralizedRiemannintegral.
§5. SUBbl'll'tJTIONTHEOREMS.In view of the simplicityof the Fundamental
Theorem(4.1), one can make correspondingimprovementsin the theoremsjustifying the familiar"substitutionformula":
lsp(a)

( Sa)

la

Althoughthis formulais a basic tool in analysis,it is seldom stated (or proved)with
the generality required for nontrivial use. We will content ourself with two
theoremsthat the generalizedRiemannintegralrendersvalid.
on the intervalsp(I). If f(x) = F'(x) for all x E sp(I), then
let F be differentiable
equation(Sa) holds.
Proof: It follows from the Chain Rule that (F° sp)'(x)= (f o sp)(x)sp'(x)for all
x E I. Two applicationsof the FundamentalTheorem(4.1) implythat
la (f

'P)(P = F O |b

= F|<P(b) = |5°(b)f

The proof of the next result is more subtle.
(5.2) Substitution Theorem, II. Let f be a strictlyincreasingand differentiable
mappingofI = [a, b] onto sp(I) = [sp(a),sp(b)].Thenf belongsto Sf*(sp(I)) if and
only if (f o sp)sp'belongsto Sf*(I). In this case (Sa) holds.
Both (S.1) and (5.2) can be extended to more general circumstances.
§6. IMPROPERINTEGRALS.One of the remarkablepropertiesof the generalized Riemannintegral(that is not sharedby either the ordinaryRiemannintegral
or the Lebesgue integral)is the followingtheorem due to H. Hake.
(6.1) Hake'sTheorem. A functionf belongsto Sf *([a, b]) if and onlyif it belongsto
Sf *([a, c]) for everyc E (a, b) and limc cb- JaCf exists in R. In this case labf=
limc c b- laf
Riemannintegral
One can interpretHake'sTheoremas asserting:Thegeneralized
integrals".
In other words,if
cannotbe extendedbyadjoiningfunctionswith"improper
the "improperintegral"exists, then the integralexists as (an ordinary)generalized
Riemannintegral.
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The student would be interested in the half of the theorem assertingthat the
integral can be evaluated as a limit; the proof of that part is rather easy. The
harderpart of the proof is of interest only to the teacher, since only the teacher
believes in improperintegrals.
§7. CHARAC1EM>TION OF INDERNITE INTEGS.
In §4 we discussed
one aspect of the FundamentalTheorem, namely the integrabilityof any derivative. The other aspect of the FundamentalTheorempertainsto the differentiation
of the indefiniteintegraloff,which is the fUnctionF defined by
F(x) = A f

for x E [a, b]

(7a)

In an undergraduatecourse, it would probablybe best to content oneself with
showingthat F'(c) = f(c)at everypoint c E I where f iscontinuous.
[The teacher, of course, should know more. In fact, using the Vitali Covering
Theorem,one can show that F is differentiablealmost evetywhereand that
F'(x) =f(x) almostevetywhere.
(7b)
However, the proof of this fact is a bit too much for most undergraduates.The
teacher should know that there is an extension of Lebesgue'scharacterizationof
indefinite integrals that is valid for the generalizedRiemann integral.Somewhat
impreciselystated, a functionF is an indefiniteintegralof f E w*(I)if and only if
(i) F'(x) = f(x)almost everywherein I, and (ii) on the set where (i) does not hold,
then F has "arbitrarilysmallvariation".This characterizationcan be used to give a
proof that ?(I) cS*(I), of interest to the teacher.It also implies that f s2(I)
if and only if both f and Iflbelong to S*(I).]
However, from the student's standpoint, it would be appropriatemerely to
definethe space of Lebesgueintegrable
functionsto be:

(I)

= {f w*(I): Ifl 6w*(I)},

and to make 2(I) into a semi-normedspace under
llflll = llfl.
I

§8. CONVERGENCETHEOREMS.One of the main reasons for the interest in
the Lebesgue integral is its convergencetheorems.It is quite surprisingthat they
also hold in S*(I).
It is easy to prove that if (t,1) is a sequence in Sf*([a,b]) that converges
uniformlyto f on [a, b], then f eSf*([a, b]) and
| f = lim | f,1.
a

n

a

(8a)

However,the Monotone ConvergenceTheoremis also true in S*(I).
(8.1) MonotoneConvergenceTheorem. Let (f,1) be a sequencein Sf*([a, b]) thatis
monotoneincreasing:
f1(x) _
< f,1(x) < f,1+l(x) <
forall x E [a, b],
and letf(x) = lim,1f,1(x) E Rforallx E [a,b]. Thenf eSf*([a,b]) if and only if
b
SUp

n

|

f,1

<

a

In this case, (8a) holds.
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From this one can prove Fatou's Lemma and the following version of the
DominatedConvergenceTheorem.

in Sf*([a,b]), let
(8.2) DominatedConvergenceTheorem. Let (f,t) be a sequence
g, h cgF*([a,b]) be suchthat
g(X)

andletf(x)

=

lim,t

<

f,t(x)

tBt(X)

C

<

h(x)

forall

x c [a, b],

Rfor allx c [a, b]. Thenf cgF*([a,b]) and(8a) holds.

These proofs do not need any measure theory,but they may be slightlyout of
the range of most undergraduates.
§9. MEASURETHEORY.Ultimately, it is desirable that students learn some
measure theory. We now suggest how that theory can be developed from the
generalized Riemann integral. (The situation is slightlymore complicatedfor an
infinite interval.)
As usual, we define a nullset in I = [a, b] to be a set that can be coveredby a
countable union of intervals with arbitrarilysmall total length. We define a
continuous)functions on I that convergesto f almost everywhere(that is, on the
complement of a null set). One can now relate this notion to the generalized
Riemannintegral.

on I.
(9.1) Measurabilib Theorem. Evezyf c S* (I ) is measurable
Indeed, f is equal almost everywhereto the limit of a sequence of difference
quotientsof its (continuous)indefinite integralfunction.

g, h c Sf*(I ) suchthatg(x) < f(x) < h(x) for allx c I, thenf

c

S* (I ).

The proof uses the fact that f is the limit almost everywhereof a sequence of
simple functionsand the DominatedConvergenceTheorem(8.2).
if its characteristicfunctionis a
We say that a set A c I = [a, b] is measurable
measurablefunction (or, equivalently,belongs to S*(I)). One can show that the
sets

AnB,

AUIB,

and I-A

are measurablesets in I wheneverA, B are measurable.Thus the collection X(I)
of all measurablesubsets of I is an algebraof sets, and the Monotone Convergence Theorem(8.1) implies that X(I) is a (r-algebraof sets. Since X(I) contains
subsetsof I. Since
all intervalsin I, it follows that it containsthe Borelmeasurable
X(I) containsall null subsets of I, it followsthat it is preciselythe collectionof all
subsets of I.
measurable
Lebesgue
§10. HNAL COMMENTS.It is easy to see that everythingextends to complexvalued functions,or to functionswith values in Rm,m > 1.
The theory can also be extended to functionswhose domain is a non-compact
intervalby using a simple device that is discussedin the books of McLeod and of
DePree and Swartz.
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The main outlines of the theory carry over easily for functions defined on a
compactrectanglein Rm, m > 1; see the books of Mawhin,McLeod,and Pfeffer
that are cited below. There are certain complicationswhen the domain is not
compact, but the major parts of the theory extend. One of the active areas of
researchin this topic is in adaptingthe integralso that a versionof the Divergence
Iheorem with minimal hypotheses holds. The reader is referred to the book of
Pfeffer for an account of this work, and to papers of Jarnik,Jurkat,Kurzweil,
Mawhin,Nonnenmacher,Pfeffer and others for more detail. Some very significant
results have been obtained in this direction, but it seems fair to say that a
completelysatisfactorytheoryhas not yet been established.
In the precedingdiscussionthe domainsof the fuhctionshave been assumedto
belong to one of the spaces Rm.Some importantsteps have been taken to extend
the theory to more general domains;we refer the reader to the recent book of
Henstockfor more details and a very comprehensivebibliography.
There is an accountof the historyof this materialin the books of McLeod and
Henstock. The most complete account of the theory in S*([a,b]) is in the
excellent recent book by Gordon,where it is provedthat the generalizedRiemann
integral (there called the Henstock integral) is equivalent to the integrals of
Denjoy and Perron.
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